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Eventually this tribe will come to the wall: the dark length of the horizon, the shadow covering 
the land, the echo of timeless memory. In their philosophy this wall was neither constructed nor 
will it perish, and none will raise their brushes to the wall for none ever did, the blackness 
encompassing and rejecting all conceivable adornment. So this tribe will walk the shadow of the 
darkness, until they reach an area where the wall was devastated open, the obsidian bricks 
strewn throughout the common land. And they will stare dumbfounded at the open chasm until 
the patriarch speaks, “This is some new dream.”  
So he will indicate the craters mashed into the sands, vast imprints that will seem the step of 
some immense beast. And the patriarch will describe the world born from its flesh, the darkness 
of universe found within its belly. And the patriarch will describe the fire of its breath, the 
quaking thunder of its voice, the ruination of its very motion. And this patriarch will say, “You 
see here passed the creator of worlds” and later he will say, “You see here passed the destroyer 
of worlds.”  
Finally the nomads will pass into the land beyond the wall. And they will have no name for this 
place, so they will call it initially the “land of dream” and then the further they advance they will 
name it “the land of death.” For they will find a terrain cracked and blazoned and without 
succor, a hoarse swirling redness, a land of horned basking lizards, the circling shadows of 
carrion birds, the fatal clockwork of their passage. 
And these nomads will pause at the ribs of a lion and the tusks of a mammoth jutting from the 
cracked dusty once mud, and their patriarch who will have no name for these, no story, so as 
they paint they will invent their own, their tales lost in the droning winds, but involving a 
friendship defeated by the conniving of a lizard in conjunction with the devilment of the wind.  
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And someday all this will be swept aside;  

already there are signs 

all the accumulated knowledge 

important volumes and studies and treatises 

lamenting the fragility  

of the precious groaning weight  

of the accomplished lives  

of famous dead men 

composed in archaic jargon  

such as to render them  

incomprehensible 

until you scarcely recall  

there could be any other life 

all your youthful days buried beneath 

vows to civilize you 

the lives of men spent in such pursuits  

dedicated to the composition of dense  

unreadable texts  

volumes  

consigned to the dankest corner of the furthest outpost of humankind,  

unknown to most who would ever live  

and forgotten by all others 
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and how you narrate over his outbursts 

his loud slurred interjections 

until he falls again to mute stillness 

the ceiling continuous in its collapse 

● 
upon the wreckage of some enormous mechanism, broken  

in collision with the fractured earth, fractured 

over the bones  

and about this machine  

hangs  

leather and leather and leather 

the remnants of a person 

a treatise 

gathered with flies 

in the bending of the light 

there is a mysterious vastness to this world,  

an immortal churning,  

deeper and more terrible than man may dream 
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the noise of flies  

from the deep 

drumbeats, rhythmic  

voices  

and in that awful thrum  

you hear your name 

walls flicker with  

the voice of the dream  

calling 

your true name,  

all these years forgotten 

black tongues 

of flame 

whispering some wordless comment  

on the colors of the falling sun 

wandering into the depths 

of unseen light  

the failing sun 

whispers into the dark 

the faint cry of a goat,  

and then nothing 
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● 

out of the silence  

the machine murmurs your name 

that is the manner of the device 

various such devices crowd the square 

to observe the hangings 

a thousand, thousand of every shape and manner  

watching  

from wires and buildings and treetops 

you purchase a thousand miles to make your home 

and you do not name them 

and there you lay 

waiting 

wondering why you returned to this place 

you think: if only I could return in a thousand years 

emptied of all your flesh 

yet heavy with dream 

a gust of wind 

you come  
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with great coldness 

on the final day 

calling out haunted cries 

but mostly you speak to yourself 

murmurs might be suitable 

a figure stands before you in the darkness 

and there you sleep 

the fury and agony of flagging life  

and now the obsidian sun appears 

stares into the fireless fireplace 

upon apparitions of dust and becoming 

the numerous maimed and dying and dead  

longing only to sleep and to dream 

again  

into the deeper unknown 

flee into the further depths 

liberated 

the voice of the dream calls 

against the noise of this world 
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TWENTY-FIVE 
When finally you rise from bed you scorn to look upon any other, so you dismiss the cook and 
you tell her to take the driver with her. From a window you watch them depart. And when they 
drive off with automobile you say, “Good.”  
And what absolute silence now transpires, and from room to room, from shadow to shadow, you 
wander. Slowly the dust gathers, and slowly the ceilings and walls web with silk. Here the flies 
tangled, and here the spiders themselves. And you crouch upon some sofa, thinking, “I should 
burn down this house.” 
 (You, musing in the dark) 
How marvelous to commit this house to ash and char. How such a flame will move, from wall to 
wall, from room to room, and the floors will pucker and buckle, and the walls will become as a 
living thing, seething and ravenous and roaring. And all his books, and all his furniture, and all 
his jars, devices, and notes, and all his family, his generations, borne into smoke, blackened and 
curled into flame. 
And if some machine driven by man and carrying water should arrive at my gate I will say, 
“Turn away.” And I will say, “Watch.”   
So we will stand in the light of a house forever burning. And perhaps even at a great distance the 
fires will scorch our skin. Perhaps our hair will curl with white ash, and we will choke for the 
fumes. Perhaps yon flame will call me in, and the very heat will make me no more. Gone this 
flesh, this soul, gone this name that was never my name. And soon in the shadow of the husk of 
what was once the house, rubble and char, and here a beam somehow untouched, and here a 
painting only half-deranged, and here scorched anonymous bone, and here blackened, 
anonymous skull.... 
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Eventually this tribe will come to the wall: the dark length of the horizon, the shadow covering 
the land, the echo of timeless memory. In their philosophy this wall was neither constructed nor 
will it perish, and none will raise their brushes to the wall for none ever did, the blackness 
encompassing and rejecting all conceivable adornment. So this tribe will walk the shadow of the 
darkness, until they reach an area where the wall was devastated open, the obsidian bricks 
strewn throughout the common land. And they will stare dumbfounded at the open chasm until 
the patriarch speaks, “This is some new dream.”  
So he will indicate the craters mashed into the sands, vast imprints that will seem the step of 
some immense beast. And the patriarch will describe the world born from its flesh, the darkness 
of universe found within its belly. And the patriarch will describe the fire of its breath, the 
quaking thunder of its voice, the ruination of its very motion. And this patriarch will say, “You 
see here passed the creator of worlds” and later he will say, “You see here passed the destroyer 
of worlds.”  
Finally the nomads will pass into the land beyond the wall. And they will have no name for this 
place, so they will call it initially the “land of dream” and then the further they advance they will 
name it “the land of death.” For they will find a terrain cracked and blazoned and without 
succor, a hoarse swirling redness, a land of horned basking lizards, the circling shadows of 
carrion birds, the fatal clockwork of their passage. 
And these nomads will pause at the ribs of a lion and the tusks of a mammoth jutting from the 
cracked dusty once mud, and their patriarch who will have no name for these, no story, so as 
they paint they will invent their own, their tales lost in the droning winds, but involving a 
friendship defeated by the conniving of a lizard in conjunction with the devilment of the wind.  

Josh Maday sometimes likes the idea that his last name is a homophone for 
a universal distress signal, and smiles at those experiencing the joy of it for 
the first time. His writing has appeared in New York Tyrant, wigleaf, Action 
Yes, and elsewhere.  
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